Insertion sequences in the IS1111 family that target the attC recombination sites of integron-associated gene cassettes.
Members of the recently identified IS1111 family differ from the majority of insertion sequences (IS) in that they target specific sites in an orientation-specific manner. However, the way in which target selection is achieved is not known. ISKpn4 is representative of a new subgroup of the IS1111 family whose members are found in the attC sites (59-be) of the gene cassettes associated with integrons. The transposases of this subgroup are closely related (over 75% identity), confirming that closely related IS usually share a common target. However, among more distant relatives encoding a transposase <45% identical to those of the ISKpn4 group, one IS, ISPa25, was found that also targets attC sites. It appears that the targeting determinant of the ISKpn4 group has become associated with a transposase gene from a different group, and this allowed us to localize the region that is likely to be required for target selection to a long noncoding region found downstream of the transposase gene in all IS1111 family members. This region may determine an RNA used to guide the IS to its specific target.